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BUKIT TABUR
A HIKE ON THE WORLD’S LONGEST QUARTZ RIDGE

Getting There Guide



Take Me There
From Middle Ring Road II, turn into Jalan Melawati, and start to look out 
for the Klang Gates road sign. To reach there you will pass through two 
roundabouts and end up at Jalan Kolam Air (as shown in the map above. 
If you end up at a deserted guard house it means that you have taken a 
wrong turn into Jalan 1/4B). Go straight up until you reach a T junction. 
Take the left turn into a non-tarmac slip road until you see a big car wheel 
on your left, painted with the word ‘Welcome’ . Leave your car here, the 
trailhead is just few steps away from this wheel – same side as the wheel 
but quite obscure.
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This is how some experienced hikers would rate Bukit Tabur’s hike:

Stamina: Moderate
Muscle strength: Moderate
Danger level: Moderate to slightly high (on some spots)

A handful checklist for your reference:

    * A good pair of hiking shoes with good grip
    * Long hiking pants to prevent the legs from getting nicked by sharp
       rocks or irritated by bushes
    * Face towel
    * Cap and sunblock
    * Hand gloves are ideal but not necessary
    * Headlight or torchlight
    * A bottle of water that can last you for 3 hours under intense heat
    * Some fruit bars and handphone in case you get lost in the bukit
    * First aid kit (don’t underestimate its importance on this hike)
    * Keep a spare t-shirt, also a pair of slippers in the car for changing 
       after the hike

Am I Fit

What to Bring

Whenever we yearn for some private moments with Mother Nature, 
we don’t have to look far and beyond, there is a gem tucked snugly 
at the backyard of our city – Bukit Tabur.
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